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Romance and the City: 
Writing Vivid Settings 

 
Workshop Outline 

 
Setting as the Foundation 

• informs character behavior 
• creates a world for the reader to inhabit 
• adds unique color to a story 

 
The setting should be a living, breathing part of the story, if not a third character.  
 
 
Setting vs. Worldbuilding 
 
Setting Worldbuilding 
where the story takes place Anything and everything in the world 

where the story takes place 
 
 
What We Mean When We Say “Worldbuilding” 
 
We’re talking the revelation of your storyworld and its details through the story itself. 
It’s easy to think this means “setting,” but that’s way too simple—worldbuilding covers 
everything and anything inside that world. Money, clothing, territorial boundaries, tribal 
customs, building materials, imports and exports, transportation, sex, food, the various 
types of monkeys people possess, whether the world does or does not contain Satanic 
“twerking” rites.  
 
[…] 
 
Function Beyond Plot 
 
This bears further reiterating: worldbuilding supports story, not just plot. Which means 
that your worldbuilding supports mood, theme, conflict, character, culture, setting. It 
does not have to move only the sequence of events further. The details of the world 
you’ve just created can and should engage with the whole narrative, not just action and 
event.  
 
—Chuck Wendig, “25 Things You Should Know About Worldbuilding” 
terribleminds.com, 9/17/13 
 
The world of a novel is likely not just the location where it takes place; it likely also 
involves the character’s occupation (possible settings: a florist, a sports stadium, a 
restaurant, a space ship, a castle). So the world of your novel could encompass a lot of 
things, even if it is a contemporary novel set in a real place. 
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Town vs. City 
 
Small Town Big City 

• Close-knit community 
• Characters rely on cars, might 

own their own businesses and/or 
homes, probably interact 
regularly with neighbors and 
community members 

• Rumor/scandal are greater 
considerations 

• Large and diverse population 
• Characters may rely on mass 

transit, may work for huge 
companies, probably don’t 
interact much with the hundreds 
of people around them 

• It’s easier to get lost in the 
crowd, so scandal is less a 
consideration 

 
More About Small Town Settings: 
 

• Real vs. fictional towns (and when it’s okay to make stuff up) 
• Examples: romances by Nora Roberts, Susan Elizabeth Phillips, Kristan Higgins, 

Jill Shalvis, Shannon Stacey; literary fiction: Faulkner 
• Small towns differ by region: geography, climate, architecture, dialect, accents, 

customs, politics (New England vs. Deep South, for example) (setting should not 
be generic) 

• Small-town gossip and local community are always considerations, however. 
• What makes your small town special? Why could the story only take place here? 

 
More About Big City Settings: 
 

• How are cities different from small towns? 
• New York vs. Gotham: Real vs. Fictional Cities (and when it’s okay to make stuff 

up) 
• Examples: Janet Evanovich (Trenton), Greg Herren (New Orleans), Damon Suede 

(NYC), Julie James (Chicago); literary fiction: Fitzgerald 
• Why is your story better suited to a city than a small town? 
• What makes this city special? 
• Cities differ: NY vs. Chicago vs. Boston vs. LA, etc. 

 
But the devil is in the details. If your story is set in a real town or city, specificity can 
sometimes pull a knowledgeable reader out of the story. 
 
Example:  
“Joe took the C train from 207th Street to West 4th Street.” 
“Joe took the subway downtown.” 
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Historical vs. Contemporary 
 
Contemporary Tips 

• Specific year vs. vague “present day” 
• Keep technology vague to keep it timeless 

o Technology like computers, cell phones, portable music players probably 
works 

o Flash-in-the-pan technology can ground a story in a specific moment and 
make it feel dated 

• Avoid pop culture references and brand names unless they’re apt and timeless 
(Star Wars, Chanel) 

• You can take some things for granted, but assume your reader has never been to 
your setting.  

 
Historical Tips 

• How is the time period different from today? How is it alien? How is it surprising? 
• Historical novels require worldbuilding in the same way fantasy novels do. 
• Generic “nineteenth century Britain” vs. specific historical periods: Regency vs. 

Victorian 
• Other popular historical periods, and how they differ: medieval, antebellum 

America, Gilded Age/Edwardian, Jazz Age, etc.  
 

 
A Note on the Regency 

 
Regency novels are popular today, but they exist in a sort of alternate universe Regency 
period based more on the novels of Georgette Heyer (1902–1974) than historical fact. The 
actual Regency was the reign of Prince George, later George IV, who ruled England 
from 1811–1820 while his father, George III, suffered from madness. When George III 
died in 1820, George IV ascended to the throne. It was a time of great prosperity and 
ostentatiousness in England, but “Prinny” was not an especially effective leader, so there 
was also great poverty and suffering among the lower classes. (Other important 
historical events include: Pride and Prejudice published, 1813; Battle of Waterloo, 1815; 
“year without a summer” due to volcanic eruptions in Indonesia, 1816; Princess Charlotte 
dies, 1818.) 
 
Regency romance : Regency England :: Sex and the City : New York City. Whether this 
is good or bad is up for debate, but it’s worth researching setting beyond what you’ve 
read in other novels.  
 
 
One last consideration for historicals: There’s a fine line between historical accuracy and 
accessibility for modern readers. Generally, your prose can sound a little more modern 
(think Julia Quinn) but dialogue should sound authentic to the period.  
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How to Develop Setting (cont.) 
 
Tools for setting your novel in a real place: 

• Google maps/streetview 
• Local websites/blogs 
• Travel websites 
• Local transit websites 

 
Other tips for real settings: 

• Beta readers for places you’ve never been 
• Include details to help your reader picture what you’re describing, but be careful 

about accuracy 
• It’s cool to make stuff up as long as it makes sense in context—fictional 

restaurants in real cities, for example—and it doesn’t matter whether or not 
there’s actually a trash can on the corner of 86th and Amsterdam as long as it 
makes sense for it to be there 

• What makes sense vs. what’s actually true, and how to decide whether to include a 
detail (i.e. alleys in NYC) 

 
Tips for setting your novel in a fictional place: 

• Made-up worlds should have internal logic and be based on something in the real 
world. 

• Draw maps 
• Give places names that make sense within the story/geography 
• Add local color by naming businesses, places for characters to hang out, bars, 

restaurants, rec centers, etc.  
• Use geographic details to ground fictional town in a real place 

 
Some examples of great fantasy worldbuilding: 

• George R. R. Martin (Game of Thrones) 
• Ellen Kushner’s Swordspoint 
• Margaret Atwood (Handmaid’s Tale, Oryx & Crake) 
• Harry Potter 

 
Other setting details: 

• For any setting, keep a bible or set of notes that can be referred back to while 
writing to make the world consistent. 

• Language: regional slang, speech patterns. Examples: “pop” vs. “soda”; “wicked,” 
“hella,” “down the shore,” etc.  

• Regional speech patterns affect dialogue 
• Architecture, population density, climate (beach, dessert, forest) 
• Weather, seasons 

 
Conclusion 
Only include details needed for the reader to understand the story. You should be able to 
justify every included detail; you don’t want to bog down your reader in needless 
minutiae. You, the writer, should know everything about the world your characters 
inhabit, and that will come across on the page even if you don’t include every little 
detail.  


